Introduction
Colliding beam facilities are indispensable tools for achieving the highest possible collision energies s.
eir range of application may be enlarged by adding a xed-target experiment, for example, using a thin internal gas target which does not a ect the luminosity life time signi cantly. Experiments based on such targets o er distinct features as compared with collider experiments [ , ] : ( ) Accessing the large negative Feynman x F domain, ( ) achieving high luminosities with dense targets, ( ) varying the atomic number of the target in a wide range, ( ) polarizing light target atoms ( 1 H, 2 H=D , 3 He) with polarization of the nuclear spin s.
e target proposed consists of an open storage cell, a narrow straight tube with thin walls of length located in the machine vacuum along the beam axis into which gas is injected at the center in two modes:
(i) polarized atomic beam (e.g., H) into a feed tube of low gas conductance;
(ii) unpolarized gas via capillary from a gas handling system. e gas di uses through the cell openings into the machine vacuum system, usually a powerful di erential pumping system, and constitutes within the cell a density distribution of triangular shape with its maximum 0 [atoms/cm 3 ]a t the center. e areal target density is then = 0 ⋅ / 2 (see Section ). In the following, the design and performance of the HERMES H&D target which may be closest in design to the proposed LHC target are reviewed in Section . First ideas of a storage cell target in the LHC are presented in Section . e paper is concluded by discussing some of the open problems which need to be subject of further studies.
The HERMES Polarized Hydrogen and Deuterium Target
An overview of the HERMES polarized H and D target [ ]is presented in Figure . It consists of three main components:
(i) the Atomic Beam Source (ABS) for the production of an intense polarized atomic hydrogen beam, consisting of a dissociator with cooled nozzle, a system of sextupole magnets focusing the wanted hfs components into the feed tube of the cell, and adiabatic rf-transitions for setting and switching the target polarization between states of opposite sign (Endnotes , );
(ii) the target chamber with T-shaped storage cell of mm in length and elliptical cross section with diameters horizontal/vertical of and mm, respectively, and a longitudinal or vertical holding eld up to mT. e cell temperature could be set to values between and K;
(iii) the diagnostic system for analyzing a weak sample beam drawn from the target cell, consisting of the polarimeter (BRP) measuring the substate population and the target gas analyzer (TGA) detecting the molecular fraction and thus the degree of recombination within the cell. From these parameters, the target polarization as seen by the beam is deduced.
For details of the design, operation, and analysis of the data of the diagnostic system the reader is referred to [ ]andtothe references therein, in particular on the various subsystems.
Here a few important details are given, only. e ABS injects a uxof≈ .5×10 16 atoms/s into the feed tube of the target cell, corresponding to a recombined H 2 -ow rate of about 2.5 ⋅ 10 −3 mbar l/s into the machine vacuum system. e target particles (H, H 2 ) are con ned by the cell walls to the close vicinity of the beam axis, thus increasing the areal density to values of about 14 /cm 2 , two orders of magnitude higher than the density of the injected atomic beam. e Alwalls of the cell are cooled to a temperature of about K for two reasons: (i) increasing the density by 3 and (ii) buildupofathinlayeroffrozenwaterwhichsuppresseswall recombination e ectively. e water is produced within the dissociator from a small O 2 admixture to the hydrogen gas and ows with the atomic beam.
A "strong" guide eld of su cient homogeneity is required for the target, either longitudinal for helicity measurements or transverse for transverse spin e ects. e strength of about mT = 6⋅ ( = 50.7 mT is the critical eld of the H atom) for the longitudinal eld was chosen such that (i) proton and electron spins are fully decoupled and (ii) there is no depolarizing resonance due to the periodic bunch eld of the beam. e target polarization is deduced from the data continuously recorded by the diagnostic system. e density-weighted target polarization along canberelatedto the sample beam data using assumptions about the relaxation mechanisms which contributes to the error. e stability of the target is demonstrated in Figure , where the raw data of the transverse proton run / are shown. For , the average target polarization corrected for guide eldanddegreeofdissociationwas| | = 0.74 ± 0.06 only, partly due to a less stable operation of HERA and to a weaker guide eld of the normal-conducting transverse magnet, in contrast to the / longitudinal proton run with average polarization | | = 0.851±0.033 (see Endnote ).
Polarized deuterium has been run in / with longitudinal eld. In , a very stable operation had been achieved, resulting in the following parameters: (D) = 1.05 ⋅ 10 
First Ideas on an LHC Storage Cell Target
. . Density Achievable for Polarized Hydrogen.
e target density depends on the geometry of the storage cell and the gas input. e required aperture at a beam waist may be estimated with safety margin of mm by
with being the beam radius in the horizontal and vertical plane. With nominal parameters for the LHC IP of * = 16 ⋅ 10 −6 ma n dt h eb e t af u n c t i o n * = 0.55 m( * =min. values at IP), ( ) results in a required aperture of . mm, dominated by the safety margin. At = ±0.5 mtheaperture increases slightly to . mm. It seems unlikely that such smallaperturesarecompatiblewithastableLHCoperation. Another criterion is required for rst estimates on a possible cell target for the LHC.
At the VELO detector [ -] ofLHCb,thetwohalvescan be opened during injection and tuning. In the closed position, a narrow tube of cm in diameter and cm in length is wide enough to guide the LHC beam through the detector. In the following we assume conservatively (see Figure ) as i z eo f 1 = 1.4 cm and 1 =5 0 c mf o rac y l i n d r i c a lt a r g e tc e l l , that is, a full length of cm, which may have the option to open by being split into two halves. For the feed tube we assume 2 = 1.0 cm and 2 =1 0cm, a geometry for which the HERMES ABS has been optimized. 
for the HERMES target [ ](seeSection ). is would result in a
higher target density and a maximum luminosity of
If such a target is run in addition to other experiments, it is important to know its e ect on the life time p of a stored LHC proton beam. Let us assume a maximum value of L pp = 1.6 ⋅ 10 33 /cm 2 s. e loss rate is then given by the product of L pp with the pp loss cross section at a CM energy of GeV, which we estimate by . b, resulting in a loss rate / = • = 1.6 ⋅ 10 8 p/s. e relative loss rate is
• / p with the number of stored protons p = 3.2⋅10 14 , which gives a relative loss rate of 5⋅1 −7 /s, corresponding to a /e beam life time, the inverse of the relative loss rate, of 2⋅1 6 s or days. We conclude that for the pp case additional beam losses caused by the hydrogen target gas are negligible. e target density given above is limited by the present target technology, for example, the intensity of the source feeding the cell target.
ese are rst estimates only, which need to be developed further if the details of a xed-target experiment at LHC ar ekno wn. ecalcula tedtargetdensi tiesandther esul ting luminosities are within a favorable range. Clearly, several aspects need to be investigated to make such estimates more reliable, in particular (i) the amount of target gas the LHC machine vacuum system can accept, (ii) the rôle of frozen layers like water on the inner cell surface and whether they might cause instabilities, (iii) problems of access and reliabilityofrunningacomplexpumpingsystemintheLHC tunnel, and so forth.
. . Density Achievable for Heavy Ion Collisions. As mentioned earlier, heavy unpolarized target gas could be injected into the cell for the study of heavy ion collisions. In principle, the gas ow from a Gas Feed System and thus the density of a cell target can be very high. On the other hand, there will be limitations due to the maximum gas ow the vacuum system at a possible LHC target station can take. Another l i m i tm i g h tc o m ef r o mt h er a t ec a p a b i l i t yo ft h ed e t e c t o r system. Here, we present estimates of a density limit set by the requirement that the cell target lled with a heavy gas must not shorten the beam life time of a heavy ion beam, for example,aPbbeam,bymorethan %.FortheLHCinPb-Pb collider mode without gas target we assume a beam life time of h. As target gas we assume xenon with average molecular weight ≈ 131.A sal o s sc r o s ss e c t i o nw es t a r tw i t ht h e total hadronic cross section tot of Pb on Pb of . b [ ]. By scaling with the nuclear radii, the Pb-Xe loss cross section is estimatedtobe . b.W erequirethattheadditional"target" life time =1 0⋅1 0h=3.6 ⋅ 10 5 sisrelatedtothetheloss
is results in a maximum Pb-Xe luminosity of L Pb-Xe = 1.7 ⋅ 1 28 /cm 2 s and a maximum density of Xenon atoms of Xe = 3.8 ⋅ 10
13 /cm 2 . exenon owrateintothetargetcell required to produce this density amounts to a value of .2⋅ 1 −5 mbar l/s. It should be noted that the LHC Pb-Pb design luminosity in collider mode is 1⋅1 27 /cm 2 s. We conclude that for the hypothetical Pb-Xe xed-target case a high luminosity in the order of the LHC Pb-Pb design luminosity can be produced. e Pb-Xe xed-target luminosity is not limited by the storage cell technology but rather by other factors like beam life time, detector rate, and so forth. In Table , the results of this study are compared with past or existing targets in storage rings, their main operational parameters, and luminosities achieved.
Summary
In this study, the application and expected performance of a storage cell target interacting with the LHC beam are investigated. Using polarized light atoms ( 1 H, 2 D, and possibly 3 He) from external sources and a proton beam, single-spin asymmetries of various processes for longitudinal or transverse target polarization could be measured at high rate. With unpolarized atoms or molecules in a broad mass range from H 2 to Xe or beyond as target gas, heavy ion collisions could be studied with exible choice of the target mass and target density. ese estimates show that a high luminosity for proton-proton and heavy ion collisions at the LHC can be achieved using the storage cell technique. e optimum density has to be determined taking a number of operational aspects into account. It should be noted that due to the strongly forward peaked particle emission, the physics accessible by such an ultrarelativistic xed-target experiment depends very much on the design of the detector. is is not subject of the present study.
In summary, the promising results of this study indicate that a storage cell target combined with the LHC beam may open access to additional physics topics like the gluon contribution to the proton spin, the gluon EMC e ect, or [ ] A. Poblaguev, "Polarimetry at the AGS, " in Proceedings of the thI n terna tionalW orkshoponP olarizedSour ces,T argets,and Polarimetry (PSTP ' ),p.
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